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Annex 3: Piezometry
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A-3.3_Original_Diver_Data....................................................................................................folder

Annex 4: Borehole database
A-4.1_BDI_Original_Year_2005.mdb......................................................................................... file
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A-4.3_BDI_official_dictionary.doc.............................................................................................. file

Annex 5: Groundwater flow model
A-5.1_Model_Data ................................................................................................................folder
A-5.2_Stationary_Models ......................................................................................................folder
A-5.3_A1B_Scenario_Model .................................................................................................folder
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Annex 5 contains for each folder readme.txt-files with instructions about the use of the data files in the numerical model.

Notation:

- Please mind that within this study on hand decimals are separated by ".". The separation of thousands is written with a ",".
- Symbols used in equations are explained where they appear.